Introduction
Nathan Sessing and I were both born in 1986. When we were seventeen, I was elected to student senate. Nathan was sentenced to life in prison. He lives in a cell, 12 x 12, tries to engage with subcultures that exist in his prison, writes poetry, saves money for ramen noodles, and takes classes as he works toward a GED. His life isn't very different from the hundreds of inmates I have been writing letters with over the past eleven years, or the other 2.8 million people that are currently incarcerated in the United States.
In my practice is in Fine Arts, the nature of the work fits into a social science or a community involvement. The choice to enter art school came from my conclusion that I am best suited for service to my community and most effective when communicating in a visual language. Using symbols, multiples, performances, objects, installations and drawings, I have used my time communicating with and acknowledging marginalized populations-notably America's inmates.
I am interested in how art impacts the way we live-how creativity feeds from our society. At the center of my research, I am concerned with understanding how installations, objects, and drawings can be transformative. Even while exploring personal themes, I approach my practice with a consideration of audience interaction and participation. For me, art can and must deliver change to our world. I believe my work has shown the capacity to move society on both sides of the prison wall to a place of greater understanding. It is important work inasmuch Airplanes I write letters to prisoners. I have done this for years now, and have written literally thousands of letters. Somewhere along the way the correspondence gave birth to an art project-an aggregation of objects that has provided the source material for sculptural work that I have been creating since 2013.
That year, I received a paper airplane from one of my correspondents. The plane itselfthe folds, the textual content, the illustrations it carried-was loaded with messages, but because it came from a prisoner, the object carried an even deeper meaning. An object that would typically connect me to childhood and creativity had been transformed into an object representing sadness, urgency, and pain. That plane (and the many more that followed) was a vehicle of escape, missed opportunity, and in some cases, rebellion for its creator.
As the collection grew so did the similarities between these prisoner-created objects.
Each one is different than the next, however each one is immediately recognizable as an artifact from a place of incarceration.
Each inmate has a unique way of designing, altering and transforming their plane. They vary in size. They are constructed from a wide array of papers. Some are made from notebook paper, some from drawing paper, commissary lists, denied appeals, behavioral write-ups. They are covered in poems, pen work, drawings, letters, color. They vary in theme from regret to hostility, from bravado to humility. Collectively, they give insight into a world separated by When the collection is displayed, I organize the airplanes in a grid, each one-foot away from the next. After a viewer's close up and far away investigation, these objects translate into a conversation that is charged, enlightening, often heated, but never uninteresting. 
Cells
When working through correspondence, the first realizations is that these projects will have limitations. What can go in and out of a prison mail room is restricted and inconsistent.
Due to ever changing cultures and conditions in the prison, these constraints or the objects classified as contraband can be surprising and impossible to predict. … and so on. Anyone familiar with the script is able to easily decipher the game. Unfortunately, these actions can look like a more puzzling code to anyone who is not in practice of reading notated chess games. We started the game three times, and around moves 5-7 the paper would be confiscated when the inmate received his mail.
Developing art using in part the information produced by inmates that I was able to collect meant taking time to experiment with asking for different articles and items. Poems and short stories were obtainable in mass. I started receiving commissary lists and schedules.
Ultimately, an item that has been regularly obtainable and greatly interested me is a drawing of a prison cell. Similar to the airplane project, these drawing are recognizable on the surface for what they are. A hand drawing of someone's space. However, as the collection grew I began to see repeated imagery in the drawings. The toilet/sink combination, the small table, the bunk, the narrow window, the cage covered mirror… In their mass, the objects began to create a specific iconography of the incarcerated.
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Cell was my initial cell representation was much more abstracted than the later Front of the Cell. A longtime correspondent, James wrote an interesting response to my request for a drawing of his cell. Fearing that security was too high in his prison unit for a detailed drawing to make its way through the facility mail room, he sent directions on how to reconstruct his cell using yarn. This initial scale build was the first of my practice.
After creating the yarn cell, I became interested in the 3-dimensional space that these people inhabit. I received a second cell drawing and built a model with PVC pipe, to mentally layout the space. The inmates description:
"One man cell in 10 Block, Special Management Unit or SMU, better known as the hole.
About 6' x 9 1/2' x 9'. 23/5-24/2 lock down. Imagine sitting in a cell of these measurements, no t.v., nothing to do but read and sleep."
Even spending time inside of a skeleton structure with no walls, the space seemed limiting.
After building the structure I measured again, as I was sure my measurements must have been too short. The fact of the matter is, cell space is more limited than one would imagine.
Front of the Cell is a scale representation of one of these drawings. The walls built for the enclosure were 8' x 6' x 10', as the inmate's image depicted. Using a projector, the image was recreated to be life size. I chose to use charcoal as my marking tool due to its properties that reveal or symbolize labor. Chips and specks of charcoal collected where the walls and floor 
Greetings From
One of the more gratifying and heartbreaking statements that I read far to regularly is, 
Letter Writing Workshops
Working through the U.S. Postal Service forces me to slow down and target my correspondence more deliberately. My work moves through the channels of government infrastructure; which usually means slowly. Even after I write hundreds of letters, I just wait for the return, and it is in the reading and rereading of the correspondence that I discover my projects.
Handwriting each letter has become essential due to the nature of the activity. There is the time it takes to select a correspondent, the time spent actually writing the letter, the purchasing of the stamp and envelope, and the act of going to the post office. The labor of letter writing itself is an acknowledgement to the overall theme of my work-that prisoners are people.
The United States is home to a quarter of the worlds incarcerated population 2 . With such a vast inmate population, there needs to be a responsibility to take care of these people.
An inmate's humanity should not be diminished by the actions of one moment. There are too many variables that effected that moment for a society to deem the individual worthless or to while also providing validation to those involved with the production. As most inmates at
Oakdale are going to ultimately be released, it is crucial that a community staff is able to begin the difficult efforts toward rehabilitation of these men and women. With a national recidivism rate of 76.6 from state prisons 5 , the sooner these connections can be established, the better.
Conclusion
As an artist, it is possible to try to redirect the conversations that we are having on day to day basis. This could be the first step toward a social change. Since I have started working on these prison projects, there has been a wave of documentaries, podcasts, news coverage, non-profits, artists, and politicians who have begun to explore the problems of mass incarceration. The opportunity for change is constant. By continuing to generate projects that challenge the way people feel about incarceration, or industry, or social justice, politics, or their own personal narratives, artists have a substantial ability to redirect ever shifting public conversation and opinion.
Art making can be an effective tool for presenting new information, new ideas, and creating change in our communities. What we make can act as an access point for many people into social science, humanities, geology, economics, so on, so on… The use of installations, objects and drawings can be useful to a society that is willing to consider the way we live, the access to opportunities we have, and the responsibilities we have to our homes, to each other and the future.
